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Abstract. We allow equations in binary decision diagrams (BDD). The 
resulting objects are called EQ-BDDs. A straightforward notion of re-
duced ordered EQ-BDDs (EQ-OBDD) is defined, and it is proved that 
each EQ-BDD is logically equivalent to an EQ-OBDD. Moreover, on EQ-
OBDDs satisfiability and tautology checking can be done in constant 
time. 
Several procedures to eliminate equality from BDDs have been reported 
in the literature. Typical for our approach is that we keep equalities, and 
as a consequence do not employ the finite domain property. Furthermore, 
our setting does not strictly require Ackermann's elimination of function 
symbols. This makes our setting much more amenable to combinations 
with other techniques in the realm of automatic theorem proving, such 
as term rewriting. 
We introduce an algorithm, which for any propositional formula with 
equations finds an EQ-OBDD that is equivalent to it. The algorithm 
has been implemented, and applied to benchmarks known from litera-
ture. The performance of a prototype implementation is comparable to 
existing proposals. 
1 Introduction 
Binary decision diagrams (BDDs) (5, 6, 12] are widely used for checking satisfia-
bility and tautology of boolean formulae. Applications include hardware verifi-
cation and symbolic model checking. Every formula of propositional logic can be 
efficiently represented as a BDD. BDDs can be reduced and ordered, which in 
the worst case requires exponential time, but for many interesting applications 
it can be done in polynomial time. The reduced and ordered BDD (OBDD) 
is a unique representation for boolean formulae, so satisfiability, tautology and 
equivalence on OBDDs can be checked in constant time. 
Much current research is done on extending the BDD techniques to formulae 
outside propositional logic. In principle, the boolean variables can be general-
ized to arbitrary relations. The goal now is to check satisfiability or validity of 
quantifier free formulae in a certain theory. The main example is the logic of 
equality and uninterpreted function symbols (EUF) [10, 7, 16]. Another example 
is the logic of difference constraints on integers or reals [13]. 
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EUF formulae have been successfully applied to the verification of pipelined 
microprocessors [8, 7] and of compiler optimizations [16]. In these applications, 
functions can be viewed as black boxes that are connected in different ways. 
Hence the concrete functions can be abstracted from, by replacing them by 
uninterpreted function symbols (i.e., universally quantified function variables). 
It is clear that if the abstracted formula is valid, then the original formula is. 
However, the converse is not true, e.g. x + y = y + x is valid, but its abstract 
version F(x, y) = F(y, x) is not. 
Two methods for solving EUF formulae exist. The first method is based on 
two observations by Ackermann [l]. First, the function variables can be elim-
inated, essentially by replacing any two subterms of the form F(x) and F(y) 
by new variables Ji and h, and adding functionality constraints of the form 
x = y --+ Ji = f2. The second observation is the finite domain property, which 
states that the resulting formula is satisfiable if, and only if, it is satisfiable over 
a finite domain. Given an upper bound n on this domain, each domain variable 
can be encoded as a vector of flog(n)l bits. In this way the original problem is 
reduced to propositional logic, and can be solved using existing BDD techniques. 
The second method extends the BDD data structure, by allowing equations 
in the nodes of a BDD, instead of boolean variables only. By viewing all atoms as 
distinct variables, the BDD algorithms can still be used to construct a reduced 
ordered BDD. Contrary to the propositional case, a path in these OBDDs can 
be inconsistent, for instance because it violates transitivity constraints. As a 
consequence, all paths of the resulting OBDD have to be checked in order to 
conclude satisfiability. 
Ultimately, we are interested in the symbolic verification of distributed sys-
tems, using high-level descriptions. This involves reasoning about data types 
(specified algebraically) and control (described by boolean conditions on data). 
Properties of the system are described using large boolean expressions. We want 
to use EDD-techniques in order to prove, or at least simplify, boolean expressions 
containing arbitrary relation and function symbols. In this setting, abstraction 
doesn't work, as it doesn't preserve logical equivalence. Without abstraction, 
Ackermann's function elimination cannot be applied, and the finite domain prop-
erty doesn't hold. 
We therefore turn to the second method, allowing equations in the BDD 
nodes. We will give a new definition of "ordered", such that in ordered BDDs all 
paths will be consistent. The advantage is that on ordered BDDs with equations, 
the satisfiability check can be done in constant time. The contribution of this 
paper is an intermediate step towards the situation where arbitrary relations 
and function symbols in BDDs are allowed. We restrict to the case of equations, 
without function symbols. 
Technical Contribution. In Section 2 we introduce EQ-BDDs, which are BDDs 
whose internal nodes may contain equations between variables. We extend the 
notion of orderedness so that it covers the equality laws for reflexivity, symmetry, 
transitivity and substitution. The main idea is that in a (reduced) ordered EQ-
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BDD (EQ-OBDD) of the form ITE(x = y, P, Q), y may not occur in P; this can 
be achieved by substituting occurrences of y by x. By means of term rewriting 
techniques, we show that every EQ-BDD is equivalent to an EQ-OBDD. 
Contrary to OBDDs, EQ-OBDDs are not unique, in the sense that different 
EQ-OBDDs may still be logically equivalent, so equivalence checking on EQ-
OBDDs cannot be done in constant time. However, we show that in an EQ-
OBDD, each path from the root to a leaf is consistent. As a corollary, 0 is the 
only contradictory EQ-OBDD, and l is the only tautological one. Every other 
EQ-OBDD is satisfiable. So satisfiability and tautology checking on EQ-OBDDs 
can still be done in constant time. 
We present an algorithm for converting propositional formulae with equality 
into an EQ-OBDD in Section 3. Usually a bottom-up algorithm is used, based 
on Bryant's APPLY algorithm [5], which implements the logical connectives on 
OBDDs in polynomial time. In the presence of equalities, APPLY would involve 
new substitutions, which possibly cause a reordering of the subformulae. 
Instead, we use a generalization of the top-down method ( cf. [12]). The inef-
ficiency usually attributed to this top-down approach is avoided by using mem-
oization techniques and maximal sharing. We have made a prototype implemen-
tation in C, which uses the ATerm library [4] to manipulate terms in maximally 
shared representation. We applied this implementation on the benchmarks used 
in [16, 19]. It appears that our ideas yield a feasible procedure, and that the 
performance is comparable to the approach in [16]. 
In EQ-BDDs, interpreted function symbols can be incorporated straightfor-
wardly. A complete term rewrite system for the algebraic data part can be used 
to reduce the nodes. This always leads to equivalent formulae, but completeness 
of the method is lost. In future work we plan to investigate under which circum-
stances completeness can be regained. The fact that equality is incorporated 
directly, instead of encoded, can give BDD-techniques a much more prominent 
place in interactive theorem provers like PVS [15]. The fact that the performance 
of our prototype implementation is comparable with existing proposals indicates 
that extendibility does not necessarily come with a loss in efficiency. 
Related work. After Ackermann [1] proved decidability of quantifier free logic 
with equality, Shostak [18] and Nelson and Oppen [14] provided practical algo-
rithms for the validity check, based on the congruence closure. Those authors 
used a transformation to disjunctive normal forms. In [8] this transformation 
is avoided, by dealing more efficiently with boolean combinations; in particular 
they incorporate case splitting as in the Davis-Putnam procedure. We next con-
sider papers based on BDDs, that either use the aforementioned method based 
on the finite domain property, or allow arbitrary atoms in the BDD nodes. 
Two recent papers [7, 16] refine the method based on finite domains. The 
main contribution of Bryant et al. [7] is to distinguish between function symbols 
that occur in positive equat'ions only (p-symbols) and other function symbols (g-
symbols). This allows to restrict attention to maximally diverse interpretations, 
in which p-symbols can be interpreted by a fixed value. Also Ackermann's func-
tion elimination is improved. Pnueli et al. [16] provide heuristics to obtain lower 
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estimates for the domains. These estimates are also obtained by distinguishing 
between positive and negative occurrences of equations. Both methods rely on 
the finite domain property, whereas our solution avoids this. 
The other method is closer to our approach. Goel et al. (10] avoid bit vectors 
for finite domains, by introducing boolean variables eij, representing the equation 
Xi = Xj. So their method doesn't rely on the finite model property. Similarly, 
M011er et al. (13) allow difference constraints of the form x - y :::; c in the BDD 
nodes, with can integer or real constant. In case the underlying domain consists 
of integers or reals, x = y can be encoded as x - y ::; 0 /\ y - x :::; 0, leading to 
two different nodes. For other underlying domains, such as natural numbers or 
lists, this encoding is not possible, where our approach works for equality in any 
domain. 
Both (10) and (13) first reduce a formula to OBDD, viewing all boolean terms 
as different variables. Although the nodes on a path are all different after this 
operation, a path can still be inconsistent, for instance by violating transitivity. 
Parts of the OBDD are inaccessible, so in general the OBDD is too large. The 
OBDD can be further reduced in order to check satisfiability (this is called path-
reduced in (13)), but this involves the inspection of all paths, of which there can 
be exponentially many. Indeed, in (10] it is proved that deciding whether an 
OBDD with e;rvariables has a satisfaction that complies with transitivity is 
NP-complete. In our case, the paths in the resulting EQ-OBDD are consistent 
and the test for satisfiability on EQ-OBDDs requires constant time only. 
Another approach, mentioned in the full version of [7], considers the addition 
of transitivity constraints to a formula. Adding all of them usually leads to 
a blow-up of the BDD. A heuristics is presented to prune the set of needed 
transitivity constraints. In our approach transitivity constraints are generated 
on the fly when needed, by performing proper substitutions. 
In the implementation, the fundamental data structure is a maximally shared 
term, partly consisting of boolean connectives, and partly of EDD-nodes. This 
resembles the Binary Expression Diagrams (BEDs) of (2), for the pure boolean 
case. We have not thoroughly studied the relationship between our top-down 
algorithm and their up-one. In (17] it is indicated how such a comparison could be 
made in principle, by using term rewriting theory on strategies. Also a thorough 
comparison with the algorithm in (8] would be interesting. 
2 EQ-BDDs 
We now define a syntax for formulae. First assume disjoint sets P and V. Mem-
bers of P are called proposition (boolean) variables (typically p, q, ... ) and V 
contains domain variables (typically x, y, z, ... ). 
Definition I. Formulae are expressions satisfying the following syntax: 
<P .• - 0 I 1 I p I v = v I -i'f? I <PA iP I ITE(<P, <P, <J>) 
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We use x 'I- y as an abbreviation of -.(x = y). In order to avoid confusion, we 
write = for syntactic equality, so x = y means that x and y are the same variable. 
An interpretation consists of a non-empty domain D and interpretation 
functions I : V-+D and J : P-+{0, 1}. Then the semantics of P, denoted by 
<Pf E {O, 1 }, can be defined straightforwardly. In particular, ITE(x, y, z)f = yf 
if xf = 1, otherwise it equals zf. Equality is interpreted as the identity relation 
by defining (x = y)f as 1 if I(x) = l(y), 0 otherwise. Now D, I, J forms a 
model for P iff q,f = 1. P is satisfiable iff it has a model and it is tautological 
(or: universally valid) iff all interpretations are models. ifJ and '/I are logically 
equivalent iff they have the same models. A theory is a set of formulae. Given 
a theory S, we write S F= P iff all models for S are models of P. We rely on 
the following lemma, which is a theorem of Shostak [18], specialized to the case 
without function symbols. 
Lemma 2. Let S be a set of equalities and T a set of inequalities. Then S U T 
is satisfiable if and only if for all x f. y E T, x = y is not in the reflexive, 
symmetric and transitive closure of S. 
We now turn to the study of EQ-BDDs, which can be seen as a subset of for-
mulae, and consider arbitrary formulae in Section 3. A binary decision diagram 
(BDD (6, 12]) is a DAG, whose internal nodes contain guards, and whose leaves 
are labeled 0 (low, false) or 1 (high, true). Each node contains two distinguished 
outgoing edges, called low and high. In ordinary BDDs, the guards solely con-
sist of proposition variables. The only difference between ordinary BDDs and 
EQ-BDDs is that in the latter, a guard can also consist of equations between 
domain variables. EQ-BDDs can be depicted as follows (the low/false edges are 
dashed): 
We reason mainly about EQ-BDDs as a restricted subset of formulae, al-
though in implementations we always treat these formulae as maximally shared 
DAGs. There are constants to represent the nodes 0 or l. Furthermore, we use 
the if-then-else function ITE(g, t 1 , t2 ) where g is a guard, or label of a node in 
the BDD, t 1 is the high node and t2 is the low node. Guards can be proposi-
tion variables in P, or equations of the form x = y where x and y are domain 
variables (V). 
Definition 3. We define the set G of guards and B of EQ-BDDs, 
G ::= p I v =V 
B::=O I 1 I ITE(G,B,B) 
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The EQ-BD D depicted above can be written as: ITE( x = y, 1, ITE(y = z, 1, 0)). 
In order to compute whether an EQ-BDD is tautological or satisfiable, it will 
first be ordered. In an ordered EQ-BDD, the guards on a path may only appear 
in a fixed order. To this end, we impose a total order on PU V (e.g. x >- p >-
y >- z >- q). This order is extended lexicographically to guards as follows: 
Definition 4 (Order on guards). 
p >- q as given above 
(x = y) >- p if, and only if, x >- p 
p >- (x = y) if, and only if, p >- x 
(x = y) >- (u = v) if, and only if, either x >- u, or x = u and y >- v. 
Given this order, we can now define what we mean by an ordered EQ-BDD. We 
use some elementary terminology from term rewrite systems (TRSs), which can 
for instance be found in [11, 3]. In particular, a normal form is a term to which 
no rule can be applied. A system is terminating if no infinite rewrite sequence 
exists. 
Definition 5. An EQ-BDD is ordered if, and only if, it is a normal form 
w.r.t. the following term rewrite system, called ORDER. An EQ-OBDD is an 
ordered EQ-BDD.: 
1. ITE(G,T,T) -t T. 
2. ITE(G,ITE(G,T1,T2),Ts) -t ITE(G,T1,T3). 
3. ITE(G, Ti,ITE(G, T2, Ts)) -t ITE(G, T1, Ts). 
4. ITE(G1, ITE(G2,Ti, T2), Ts) -t ITE(G2, ITE(G1, T1,T3), ITE(G1, T2, T3)), 
provided G1 >- G2. 
5. ITE(Gi, Ti, ITE(G2, T2, Ts)) -t ITE(G2,ITE(Gi, Ti, T2), ITE(Gi, Ti, Ts)), 
provided Gi >- G2 
6. ITE(x = x, Ti, T2) -t Ti. 
7. ITE(y = x,Ti,T2) -t ITE(x = y,T1,T2), provided x-< y 
8. ITE(x = y, Ti[y], T2) --+ ITE(x = y, T1[x], T2), if x-< y and y occurs in T1. 
Rules 6-8 capture the properties of equality, viz. reflexivity, symmetry, and sub-
stitutivity. From these rules, transitivity can be derived, as we demonstrate in 
Figure 1 (we assume x -< y -< z). Note that in rule 8 all instances of y in T1 are 
replaced by x. From a term rewriting perspective this is non-standard, because 
it is a non-local rule. 
In a normal form no rewrite rules are applicable. Hence it is easy to see that 
in an ordered EQ-BDD, the guards along a path occur in strictly increasing 
order (otherwise rule 2/3/4/5 would be applicable) and in all guards of the form 
x = y, it must be the case that x -< y (otherwise rule 6/7 would be applicable). 
Note that the transformations indicated by the rules are sound, in the sense that 
they yield logically equivalent EQ-BDDs. 
We prove that each EQ-BDD is equivalent to an EQ-OBDD, by showing that 
the TRS ORDER always terminates. The termination proof uses the powerful 








'" 0 1 GJ 
Fig. 1. Derivation of transitivity of equality in EQ-BDDs 
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as g(t1 , t2)· RPO needs an ordering on the function symbols. For this we just use 
the total order on guards of Definition 4, extended with 1, 0 -< g for all guards. 
In this case, RPO specializes to the following relation: 
Definition 6. s = f (s1, s2) >-rpo t iff t = 0 or t = 1, or t = g(t1, t2) and one 
of the following holds: 
(I) St !'.:rpo t, or 82 trpo t; 
(II) f >- g and s >-rpo ti and s >-rpo t2; 
(III) f = g and either St >-rpo t1 and S2 trpo t2, or s2 >-rpo t2 and s1 !:::rpo tt. 
Here x !'.:rpo y means: x >-rpo y or x = y. Usually in clause (III) the multiset or 
lexicographic extension is used, but this is not needed for our purposes. From 
the literature, it is well known that >-rpo is an order (in particular the relation 
is transitive), which is well-founded (because >- on guards is) and monotone, so 
it is useful in proving termination. 
Lemma 7. The rewrite system ORDER is terminating. 
Proof. It is straightforward to show that rule 1-8 are contained in >-rpo (for rule 
8 monotonicity of >-rpo is used). From this termination follows. D 
Theorem 8. Every EQ-BDD is equivalent to some EQ-OBDD. 
Traditional OBDDs are unique representations of boolean functions, which 
makes them useful for checking equivalence between formulae. For EQ-OBDDs, 
however, this uniqueness property fails, as the following example shows. 
Example 9. Let x -< y -< z. Consider the EQ-BDDs ITE(x = y, 1, ITE(y :::: 
z, 0, 1)) and ITE(x = z, 1, ITE(y = z, 0, 1)). These represent the predicates 
y = z -+ x = y and y = z -+ x = z, which are logically equivalent. Both are 
ordered, because no rewrite rule is applicable. But they are not identical. D 
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Although EQ-OBDDs do not have the uniqueness property, satisfiability or 
tautology checking can still be done in constant time. The rest of this section is 
devoted to the proof of this statement. 
Definition 10. Paths are sequences of 0 's and 1 's. We let letters o:, /3 and 'Y 
range over paths, and write c: for the empty sequence, o:.(3 for the concatenation, 
and a !;:; f3 if a is a prefix of (3. With seq(T) we denote the sequences that 
correspond to a path in EQ-BDD T. For a path a E seq(T) we write Tia for the 
guard at the end of path o:, inductively defined by: 
- ITE(G,T,U)I. =G. 
- ITE(G, T, U)li.a =Tia (the high branch). 
- ITE(G, T, U)lo.a =Ula (the low branch). 
We also define the theory up to the node corresponding to path a E seq(T), 
notation Th(T,a), inductively on an EQ-BDD T: 
- Th(T,c:) = 0. 
- Th(T,o:.1) = Th(T,a) U {Tia}· 
- Th(T, a.O) = Th(T, a) U {-,Tia}. 
Finally, o: E seq(T) is called consistent iff Th(T,a) is satisfiable. 
Example 11. Let T := ITE(x = y, 1,ITE(y = z, ITE(x = z, 1, 0), 1)). Then the 
guard at path 0.1 is: Tlo. 1 = x = z. The theory at that point is: Th(T, 0.1) = 
{ x ":/:- y, y = z} which is satisfiable, so 0.1 is consistent. D 
The analysis of EQ-OBDDs depends on the following rather syntactic lemma. 
The first states that in EQ-OBDDs y does not occur below the high branch of 
x = y; the second states that y does not occur positively above x = y. 
Lemma 12. Let T be an EQ-OBDD, and a, /3 E seq(T) be consistent paths. 
1. If Tia = x = y and a.I !;:; /3, then TI.a~ z = y and TI.a~ y = z. 
2. If Tia= x = y and /3.1 !;:; a, then TI.a~ z = y and TI.a~ y = z. 
3. If Th(T, a) I= x = z and x-< z, then for some y, y = z E Th(T, a). 
Proof. (1) IfTl,g contains y, rewrite step 8 would be applicable, which contradicts 
orderedness. 
(2) If TI.a = z = y rewrite step (8) is applicable, contradicting orderedness. 
Assume TI.a = y = z. Note that x -< y, as x = y appears in the EQ-OBDD, 
so x = y -< y = z. Hence, on the path between the nodes labeled with y = z 
and x = y, at least one of the steps (4,5) would be applicable. This contradicts 
orderedness of T. 
(3) Let Th(T, o:) I= x = z. Note that Th(T, a) is satisfiable, but Th(T, a) U 
{ x ":/:- z} is not. Hence by two applications of Lemma 2, x = z is in the reflexive, 
symmetric, transitive closure of the positive equations in Th(T, o:). I.e. there 
exist n and Xi (0 ~ i ~ n), such that xo = x, Xn = z and for all i (0 ~ i < n), 
x; = Xi+i E Th(T, o:) or Xi+1 = x; E Th(T, a). Because x-< z, we haven ~ l. 
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Consider the last equation in this sequence, which is either Xn-l = z E Th(T, a), 
in which case we are done, or it is z = Xn-l E Th(T, a). In this case, Xn-l doesn't 
occur in any other equation (it cannot occur positively above z = Xn-l in T by 
(2), nor can it occur below it by (1)). Hence n = 1 and z = x E Th(T,a). This 
contradicts orderedness of T, because x -< z. D 
We can now prove that each guard in an EQ-OBDD is logically independent 
from those occurring above it. 
Lemma 13. Let T be an EQ-OBDD and let a E seq(T) be consistent. Then 
1. Th(T, a) )'!:Tia and 
2. Th(T, a) )'!: --iTla· 
Proof. If Tia = p (p E P), then by orderedness, p does not occur in Th(T,a), 
so the lemma follows (this is similar to the traditional BDD-case). Now let 
Tia = x = z. Hence, x-< z. 
(1) Assume Th(T, a) I= x = z. By Lemma 12.3, for some y, y = z E Th(T,a). 
Then rewrite step 8 is applicable, which contradicts orderedness. 
(2) Assume Th(T, a) I= x -:f. z. Using Lemma 2 it can be proved that for 
some y and v, Th(T,a) I= {x = y,v = z} and either y -:f. v E Th(T,a) or 
v -:f. y E Th(T,a). By Lemma 12.2, no positive equations containing z occur in 
Th(T, a), so z = v. Now if z -:f. y E Th(T, a), z = y occurs above x = z in the 
ordered EQ-BDD T, so z -< x, contradicting x -< z. Hence, y -:f. z E Th(T,a). 
Note that as T is ordered and y = z occurs above x = z, y -< x. Now by 
Lemma 12.3, for some w, w = x E Th(T, a). But then rewrite step 8 would be 
applicable, which contradicts orderedness. 0 
Theorem 14. Satisfiability and tautology on EQ-OBDDs can be checked in con-
stant time. 
Proof. Using Lemma 13 it can be proved that each path to a leaf in an EQ-
OBDD is consistent, so all leaves are reachable by some interpretation. Hence 
if the EQ-OBDD is a tautology, all leaves must be syntactically equal to 1, and 
by rule (1) of ORDER, the EQ-OBDD must be the node 1. In a similar way, the 
only contradictory EQ-OBDD is 0. Hence an EQ-OBDD is satisfiable if, and 
only if, it is syntactically different from 0. D 
3 Algorithm for Checking Tautology and Satisfiability 
We are now interested in constructing EQ-BDDs out of formulae. In traditional 
BDDs, a formula is transformed into an OBDD in a bottom-up fashion. Given 
two ordered BDDs, the logical operations (conjunction, disjunction, etc.) can be 
performed in polynomial time by Bryant's APPLY algorithm. If two EQ-OBDDs 
are combined in this way, new substitutions must be done in both of them, which 
destroy the ordering. We can of course re-order them by using the rewrite system 
ORDER, but the advantage of having a polynomial APPLY has been lost. 
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As an alternative, we use a top-down approach, which in the context of 
OBDDs has for instance been described in [12]. This approach is based on the 
Shannon expansion. For propositional logic, this reads: iP ~ ITE(p, iPl1» iPl..,p), 
where in !Plv all occurrences of p are replaced by 1, and in iPl-.p by 0. Taking 
for p the smallest propositional variable in the ordering, this Shannon expansion 
can be used to create a root node for p, and recursively continuing with two 
subformulae that do not contain p. The number of variables in the formula 
decreases. So, this process terminates. Because at each step the smallest variable 
is taken, the resulting BDD is ordered. 
When p is an equation, say x = y, the Shannon expansion still holds. In the 
formula ci>lr=y• we assume that x = y, so we are allowed to substitute y for x. 
This leads to the following variant of the Shannon expansion: 
iP-<==:> ITE(x = y, ci>[x := y], ci>[(x = y) :=OJ) 
This is recursively applied, with x = y the smallest equation in P, oriented in 
such a way that x --< y in the variable order. Due to the substitutions it is not 
guaranteed that the resulting EQ-BDD is ordered. However, we will show that 
repeatedly applying the Shannon expansion does lead to an EQ-OBDD. 
3.1 A Topdown Algorithm 
We now describe the algorithm precisely. We introduce a term rewrite system 
SIMPLIFY, which removes superfluous occurrences of 0 and 1 and orients all 
guards. It is clearly terminating and confluent. 





-.1 -t 0 
-.o -t 1 
ITE(l, T, U) -t T 
ITE(O, T, U) -t U 
x=x-tl 
y = x -t x = y if x -< y 
We write cf>t for the normal form of iP obtained by this rewrite system. iP is called 
simplified, if iP = 4i l 
Note that every closed formula rewrites to 0 or 1. Furthermore, on EQ-BDDs 
only the last four rules are applicable. Finally, note that ordered EQ-BDDs are 
simplified. We introduce an auxiliary operation 4>1 8 , where{[> is a formula and s 
a guard or the negation of a guard. We assume that iP is simplified. 
Definition 16. We define 4>1 8 , where s is p, -ip, x = y or x =f. y as follows: 
Ifs = p, then 4>ls consists of replacing all occurrences of p by 1; in 4>1-.s all 
occurrences of p are replaced by 0. In cases::: x = y, we obtain iPls by replacing 
all occurrences of y by x, and <Pl-.s by replacing x = y by O everywhere. 
Example 17. Let iP = x = z /\ y = z and g :: x = z and assume x -< y -< z. 
Then iPlo = x = x /\ Y = x and !Pl-.0 = 0 /\ y = z. After simplification, we get: 
iPl0t = x = y and 4>1....,0 .1. = 0. o 
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We are now ready to define the basic top-down transformation algorithm: 
Definition 18. Assume that P be a simplified formula. We define the algorithm 
TOPDOWN on input P as follows: 
- ToPoowN(l) = 1 
- TOPDOWN(O) :::: 0 
- Otherwise, let g be the smallest guard occurring in P. Then 
TOPDOWN(P) :::: ITE(g, TOPDOWN(!P\9 ..j..), TOPDOWN(P\~9 .J..)) 
where 
ITE( T U) = { T if T :::: U 
g, ' - ITE(g, T, U) otherwise. 
Note that a closed formula simplifies to 1or0, so in the other case it must contain 
a guard. Note that due to substitutions, new equalities can be introduced on the 
fly. We now prove termination and soundness of the algorithm TOPDOWN. With 
#(P) we denote the number of guard occurrences in the completely unfolded 
tree of P. Note that none of the rules from SIMPLIFY increases the number of 
guards, so we have the following: 
Lemma 19. For any formula !P, we have #(!P) ~ #(P..j..). 
Lemma 20. Let P be a simplified formula, and let g be a simplified guard. 
(1) #(<.P) ~ #(4>\ 9 ) 
(2) #(<.P) ~ #(!Pl~s) 
(3) if g occurs in P, then #(P) > #(4>1 9 ) 
(4) if g occurs in P, then #(iP) > #(4>1~9 ) 
Proof. Simultaneous formula induction on !P. This boils down to checking that 
in Definition 16, each guard is replaced by at most one other guard. D 
Theorem 21. The algorithm TOPDOWN(P) always terminates. 
Proof. With each recursive call, #(P) strictly decreases. 0 
Theorem 22 (soundness). For any formula .P, we have: iP-<=> TOPDOWN(!P) 
Proof. Induction over the number of calls to TOPDOWN. The induction step uses 
that P-<=> P..j.. and g => (P-<=> 411 9 ) and similar for -ig. D 
3.2 Iteration of TOPDOWN 
Unfortunately, it is not the case that TOPDOWN(<P) is always ordered, as the 
following example shows. 
Example 23. Assume x -< y -< z. Then TOPDOWN(x =I y /\ (x = z /\ y = z)) = 
ITE(x = y, 0, ITE(x = z, ITE(x = y, 1, 0), 0)). See Figure 2, where the formulae 
in square brackets denote the arguments to TOPDOWN, and the dashed nodes 
occur in the call graph, but are suppressed in the resulting EQ-BDD. In the low 
branch, x = y is replaced by 0, but due to substitutions in the recursive call, 
new occurrences of x = y are generated. Note that this is dangerous, as after one 
application of TOPDOWN it still contains unsatisfiable paths, which erroneously 
could lead one to believe that the EQ-BDD represents a satisfiable formula. O 
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Fig. 2. Two call-graphs to TOPDOWN. 
Note that in the previous example, an EQ-OBDD is found by another appli-
cation of TOPDOWN. We propose to apply ToPDOWN repeatedly to a formula 
rf>, until a fixed point is reached. In the benchmarks presented in Section 3.3 
at most two iterations of TOPDOWN were required to obtain an EQ-OBDD. In 
the rest of this section we prove that the fixed point can be reached in a finite 
number of steps, and that it is an ordered EQ-BDD. 
Lemma 24. Let <P be a simplified EQ-BDD and g be a simplified guard. Then 
( 1) <P '.:::rpo <Pjg,J. 
(2) <P '.:::rpo <Pj...,g,J. 
(3) if g occurs in <P, then iP hpo iPj 9 ,J. 
(4) if g occurs in q>, then iP hpo <Pj...,9 ,J. 
Proof. We apply simultaneous induction on the structure of iP. We only present 
two interesting fragments of the proof of case (1) and (3), where q> = ITE(u = 
v, T, U) and g = x = y. Note that x -< y and u -< v, because iP and g are 
simplified. 
First consider case (1). By definition i/Jj 9 ,J. = ITE((u = v)j9 ,J., Tj 9 ,J., Uj 9 ,J.).J.. 
Observe that (u = v)j 9 ,J. either equals 1, x = v (if u = y), u = x (if v := y and 
u-< x), x = u (if v = y and x-< u) or u = v. The case v = x does not occur, for 
we would have v -< x -< y =: u -< v. 
In the first case Pj9 ,J. = Tj 9 ,J.. Using the induction hypothesis, T '.:::rpo Tj 9 ,J.. 
By property (I) of recursive path orderings it follows that <P hpo T and hence 
iP rrpo <Pj 9 ,J.. In the next three cases, it is obvious that x = v -< u = v and 
u = x-< u = v and x = u-< u = v, respectively. Now using a similar argument 
as above, we can show that <P hpo Tj 9 ,J. and iP hpo Uj9 ,J.. So, by property (II) 
of RPO it follows that <P hpo <Pj 9 ,J.. In the last case, where (u = v)j 9 ,J. = u = v, 
we find by the induction hypothesis T bpo Tj 9 ,J. and U bpo Uj 9 ,J.. By property 
(III) of RPO it follows that q> '.:::rpo <Pl 9 .I-. 
Now consider case (3). Note that in case (1) we proved that <P hpo iPJ 9 -!- in 
all but the case where (u = v)j9 -!- = u = v. So, we only need to consider this 
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case. As g occurs in P, it must occur in T or in U. As the cases are symmetric, 
we can without loss of generality assume that g occurs in T. Via the induction 
hypothesis it follows that T >-rpo Tlg+· Furthermore, by case (1) U ~rpo Ulg+· 
So, by property (III) of RPO we can conclude that 
iJ> =: ITE(u = v, T, U) >-rpo ITE(u = v, Tlg-1., Ulg..1-) ::=<Pig+· D 
Lemma 25. Let P be a simplified EQ-BDD. 
1. P ~rpo TOPDOWN(P). 
2. P is ordered iff iJ> =: TOPDOWN(P). 
Proof. Part 1 is proved by induction on #(4>). Note that if iJ> does not con-
tain a guard then it is equal to 1 or 0, and this theorem is trivial. So, assume 
iJ> contains at least one guard and let g be the smallest guard occurring in 
P. Recall from Lemma 19, 20 that #(P) > #(Pig-I.) and similar for -.g. Then 
TOPDOWN(P) = ITE(g, TOPDOWN(Plg.).), TOPDOWN(iJ.>l...,g.).)). By induction hy-
pothesis and Lemma 24, we have: 
if> hpo Pig..!- t:rpo TOPDOWN(Plg.).) 
P >-rpo Pl...,g..1- t:rpo TOPDOWN(Pl...,g.).) (*) 
First, assume TOPDOWN(Plg.).) =: TOPDOWN(Pl...,g.).). Then TOPDOWN(P) _ 
TOPDOWN(Plg-1.) and we are done by (*). Now assume TOPDOWN(iJ.>1 9 -1.) t 
TOPDOWN(Pl...,g.).), and assume that P =: ITE(h, T, U). Then TOPDOWN(P) ::= 
ITE(g, TOPDOWN(Pjg..l.), TOPDOWN(Pj...,g.).)). As g is the smallest guard, one of 
the following two cases must hold. 
- g = h. In this case Pj 9 _). = Tj 9 _).. Using Lemma 24 and the induction hy-
pothesis, we can conclude T t:rpo Tl 9 .J.. = Pl 9 .J.. t:rpo TOPDOWN(Pjg.j..). 
Similarly, U t:rpo TOPDOWN(Pj...,g.j..). By case (III) of RPO it follows that 
P bpo TOPDOWN(P). 
- h >- g. Using (*) we can immediately apply case (II) of RPO and conclude 
that P >-rpo TOPDOWN(iJ.>). 
Part 2. Both directions are proved by structural induction on <P. ==::}: We must 
show that if <P is ordered, then P = TOPDOWN(<P). The case where P equals 0 
or 1 is trivial. So, consider the case where <P = ITE(g, T, U). As P is ordered, g 
must be the smallest guard of <P and cannot occur in T or U. Also, if g = x = y, 
y does not occur in T. Moreover, T and U are ordered, hence also simplified. So, 
<Rl 9 .J.. = T and <Pj...,9 .j.. = U. Note that T t U. 
TOPDOWN(P) =: 
ITE(g, TOPDOWN(4Sj 9 .).), TOPDOWN(Pj...,g.).)) =: 
ITE(g, TOPDOWN(T), TOPDOWN(U)) =: (Induction hypothesis) 
ITE(g, T, U) ::= 
p 
<==: Assume P = TOPDOWN(P). If <P is 1 or 0 then it is trivially ordered. So 
assume iR = ITE(g,<P1,gi2). Then TOPDOWN(P) = ITE(h,lli1,!P2), where his 
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the smallest guard in P, !li1 :::: TOPDOWN(<Plh..J..) and IJ!2 :::: TOPDOWN(Pi.,h..J..). 
If tJt1 = lf!2 , then P = iJi1 and using Lemma 24.3 and 25.1 we get the following 
contradiction: P hpo <PI h+ trpo lfl1 = P. 
Hence lfl1 =!- lfl2. Then it must be the case that g = h, <J>1 = lfl1 and 4>2 = 
IJ!2. Note that then 4>lh+ = P1lh+· Now, as P1 trpo 4>1lh+ = <Pih+ '.:rpo !lr1 
it must be the case that P1 = <P 1 lh.l-, hence <!>1 = TOPDOWN(<f>1 ). Similarly, 
P2 := TOPDOWN(P2). 
We must show that P is ordered. By induction hypothesis, <P 1 and P2 are 
ordered, so no rule of the TRS ORDER is applicable to a strict subterm of <P. We 
now show that no rule (1-8) is applicable to the root of <P: 
If rule 1 is applicable, then lft1 = !Ji2 , which we excluded already. In case of 
rule 2, <P1 = ITE(g, T, U), and we obtain the following contradiction: P1 hpo 
T '.:rpo Tl 9 .l- = P1 lg.!- = P1. Rule 3 is excluded similarly. Rule 4 and 5 are not 
applicable because g = h, which is the smallest guard in if!. Rule 6 and 7 are not 
applicable because if! is simplified. Finally, if rule 8 were applicable, g = x = y 
and y occurs in 1>1 . Then, using monotonicity of >-rpoi we have the following 
contradiction: P1 >-rpo 1>1 [y := x] :::: <!> 1 19 bpo <P1 Jg+ = <P 1 . The last inequality 
uses the fact that the applicable rules of SIMPLIFY are contained in >-rpo· D 
Theorem 26. Let if! be a simplified formula. Iterated application of ToPDOWN 
to <I> leads in a finite number of steps to an EQ-OBDD equivalent to if>. 
Proof. After one application of TOP DOWN, <P is transformed into a simplified 
EQ-BDD. So, iterated application of TOPDOWN leads to a sequence <I>, P1, <I>2, .•. 
of which each Pi (i ~ 1) is a simplified EQ-BDD. By Lemma 25.l the sequence 
Pi, P2, ... is decreasing in a well-founded way. Hence, at a certain point in the 
sequence we find that P; = Pi+I · By Lemma 25.2 Pi is the required EQ-OBDD. 
Note that by Lemma 25.2 Pi is the first ordered EQ-BDD in the sequence. D 
We conclude with the complete algorithm to transform an arbitrary formula <P 
to EQ-OBDD, which is just a repeated application of TOPDOWN until a fixed 
point is reached: 
EQ-OBDD(P) = fixedpoint(TOPDOWN)(<P.j_) 
We stress that in the benchmarks we never needed more than 2 iterations. 
This is not generally the case: 
Example 21. Given a -< b -< c -< d -< e -< f, the following EQ-BDD needs 
4 iterations: ITE(a = f, ITE(a = e, d = e, c = d), b = c). The intermediate EQ-
BDDs have size 9, 13, 23 and 21, respectively. This can be checked with our 
implementation. D 
3.3 Implementation and Benchmarks 
In order to study the performance of TOPDOWN, we made an implementation 
and used it to try the benchmarks reported in (16, 19}. The authors report to 
have comparable performance as in [10}. Unfortunately, we could not obtain the 
benchmarks used in (7]. We first describe the implementation, including some 
variable orderings we used and then present the results. 
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Prototype implementation. We have made a prototype implementation of the 
TOP DOWN algorithm. As programming language we used C, including the ATerm-
library (4]. The basic data types in this library are ATerms and ATermTables. 
ATerms are terms, which are internally represented as maximally shared DAGs. 
As a consequence, syntactical equality of terms can be tested in constant time. 
The basic operations are term formation and decomposition, which are also per-
formed in constant time. ATermTables implement hash tables of dynamic size, 
with the usual operations. The ATerm-library also provides memory manage-
ment functionality, by automatically garbage collecting unreferenced terms. By 
representing formulae and BDDs as ATerms, we are sure that they are always a 
maximally shared DAG. 
Care has to be taken in order to avoid that during some computation, shared 
subterms are processed more than once. Therefore all recursive procedures, like 
"find the smallest variable", "simplify" and .Pls are implemented using a hash 
table to implement memoization. In this way, syntactically equal terms are pro-
cessed only once, and the time complexity for computing these functions is 
linear in the number of nodes in the DAG, which is the number of different 
subterms in the formulae. Also the TOPDOWN-function itself uses a hash ta-
ble for memoization. This contributes to its efficiency: Consider a formula 1Jt 
which is symmetric in p and q (for instance: (p /\ q) V .P, or (p /\ .P) V (q /\ P)). 
Then (lftlp-1-)l~qt = (tJil~pt)lq-1-· Thanks to memoization, only one of them will 
actually be computed. Still, the TOPDOWN function has worst case exponential 
behavior, which is unavoidable, because in the propositional case (i.e. excluding 
equations) it builds an OBDD from a propositional formula in one iteration. 
Due to memoization of TOPDOWN's arguments, the memory demands are rather 
high. 
Results. Benchmark formulae can be obtained from [19] and most of them could 
be solved with the methods described in [16]. Each formula is known to be a 
tautology. They originate from compiler optimization; each formula expresses 
that the source and target code of a compilation step are equivalent. We used 
the versions where Ackermann's function elimination has been applied [1], but 
domain minimization [16] has not yet been applied. In fact, our method does 
not rely on the finiteness of domains at all. The benchmark formulae extend the 
formulae of Definition 1 in various ways, but these extensions could be dealt 
with easily. 
It is well known that the variable ordering has an important effect on the 
performance. We therefore tried a number of orderings: With 't' we denote the 
textual order of the variables as given in (19]. With 'r' we denote the reverse of 
this textual order. Finally, 'bt' ('br') denotes the textual (reverse) order, except 
that boolean variables always precede domain variables. 
We can now present the results. They can be found in Figure 3. The first 
column contains the number of the files, as given in [19]. The next three columns 
give an indication of the size of the formula: #b is the number of boolean vari-
ables, #d the number of domain variables, and #n is the number of nodes in a 
maximally shared representation of the formula. The fifth column contains the 
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JNr. fileJl#dl#bl #n 11(16, 19Jll t bt r I br I 
022 59 49 993 :0.16 :13 :16 17:01 7:50 
025 45 55 285 :0.2 :0.3 :0.3 :0.1 :0.1 
027 21 60 569 :1.7 12:37 10:55 - -
032 16 48 525 :0.1 :3.2 :3.2 5:02 4:12 
037 12 26 942 :0.15 2:17 :2.3 7:28 :12 
038 6 14 844 :0.18 :17 :0.4 :6.8 :0.3 
043 158 72 1717 - - - - -
044 39 14 383 :0.1 :3.7 :2.0 0:28 :1.6 
046 68 35 667 :0.13 - - - -
049 163 75 1717 - - - :0.3 :0.1 
Fig. 3. Timing results for the benchmarks 
times reported in [19], obtained by the method of [16]. The other columns show 
our results, using various variable orderings. Each entry is in minutes, i.e. a : b.c 
means a minutes, and b.c seconds. With - we denote that a particular instance 
could not be solved, due to lack of memory. The times are including the time to 
start the executable, I/O and transforming the benchmarks to the ATerm format. 
We used an !RIX machine with 300 MHz and where the processes could use up 
to 1.5 GB internal memory. 
The table shows that we can solve 8 out of 10 formulae. In this respect our 
method is comparable to [16]. The exact times are not relevant, because we 
have made a prototype implementation, without incorporating all well-known 
optimizations applied in BOD-packages, whereas [19] used an existing BDD-
package. 
It is also clear that the variable ordering is rather important. In most cases, it 
is a good idea to split on boolean variables first, before splitting on equalities. The 
reason probably is that splitting on an equality introduces new guards, which 
can be rather costly. We also counted the number of iterations of TOPDOWN 
that were needed in order to reach an EQ-OBDD. Remarkably, the maximum 
number of iterations was 2 and nearly all time was spent in the first iteration. 
Most benchmarks even reached a fixed point in the first iteration. 
We conclude that the algorithm TOPDOWN is feasible. This is quite remark-
able, as the top-down method is usually regarded as inefficient. We attribute this 
to the use of maximal sharing and memoization. In the next standard example, 
it is even more effective than using APPLY. 
Example 28. Consider the formula X = p /\ (4> /\ •p). In case p is the smallest 
variable, TOPDOWN terminates in one call, because Xlp-1.. = 0 and Xl~p.!. = 0 
and a contradiction is detected. O 
The usual APPLY algorithm will completely build the tree for P, potentially 
resulting in an exponential blow-up. Many heuristics for providing a variable 
ordering will make p minimal, so this is a realistic scenario. In [2] an adaptation 
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to the original APPLY algorithm is described, which also solves this formula in 
constant time. 
4 Future Work 
Our motivation originates from investigations in the computer-aided analysis of 
distributed systems and protocols, where data is usually specified by algebraic 
data types, and automated reasoning is generally based on term rewriting. For 
this reason, function symbols cannot be eliminated, and the domains are gen-
erally structured and often infinite. For instance, as soon as we introduce the 
successor function on natural numbers, all interesting models are infinite. 
Our approach forms an extendible basis. We may allow function symbols 
in EQ-BDDs. In the algorithm, the rewrite rules of the data domain can be 
added to the TRS SIMPLIFY. In this way, one is able to prove for instance that 
x :::; yVx f:. y is a tautology. Obviously this is not true when the interpretation of 
functions is free (e.g. interpret:::; as<). However, consider the following definition 
of :::; in terms of rewrite rules, where S denotes the successor function: 
x<O-tO x < S(y) -t x:::; y 





Also, x:::; 0 A y = 0 -7 x = y can be proved in this way. Note that this doesn't 
hold on the integers or reals, so the logic of difference constraints [13] cannot be 
used here. 
As future work we plan to investigate under which conditions such extensions 
are complete. For instance, in the example above we at least additionally need 
the following rules: 
0 = S(x) -t O S(x) = S(y)-+ x = y 
We also plan to improve and extend our algorithm in the presence of function 
symbols. One of the main issues here is how to extend the ordering on the new 
nodes. 
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